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		This collection provides new insights into the ’Age of Revolutions’, focussing on state trials for treason and sedition, and expands the sophisticated discussion that has marked the historiography of that period by examining political trials in Britain and the north Atlantic world from the 1790s and into the nineteenth century. In the current turbulent period, when Western governments are once again grappling with how to balance security and civil liberty against the threat of inflammatory ideas and actions during a period of international political and religious tension, it is timely to re-examine the motives, dilemmas, thinking and actions of governments facing similar problems during the ‘Age of Revolutions’.

	
		The volume begins with a number of essays exploring the cases tried in England and Scotland in 1793-94 and examining those political trials from fresh angles (including their implications for legal developments, their representation in the press, and the emotion and the performances they generated in court). Subsequent sections widen the scope of the collection both chronologically (through the period up to the Reform Act of 1832 and extending as far as the end of the nineteenth century) and geographically (to Revolutionary France, republican Ireland, the United States and Canada). These comparative and longue durée approaches will stimulate new debate on the political trials of Georgian Britain and of the north Atlantic world more generally as well as a reassessment of their significance. This book deliberately incorporates essays by scholars working within and across a number of different disciplines including Law, Literary Studies and Political Science.
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Swift in the CloudJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Write and run Swift language programs in the Cloud


	Written by the team of developers that has helped bring the Swift language to Cloud computing, this is the definitive guide to writing and running Swift language programs for cloud environment. In Swift in the Cloud, you'll find full coverage of all aspects...
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Building Blocks of Matter (MacMillan Science Library)Macmillan Technical, 2003


	The concepts and ideas of elementary particle physics

	are abstract, and they are typically expressed in the

	language of mathematics. However, the goal of elementary

	particle physics is very simple, and all the efforts

	of elementary particle physicists are directed

	toward that simple goal: to identify the basic building...
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Java 8 RecipesApress, 2014

	Java 8 Recipes offers solutions to common programming problems encountered while developing Java-based applications. Fully updated with the newest features and techniques available, Java 8 Recipes provides code examples involving Lambdas, embedded scripting with Nashorn, the new date-time API, stream support, functional...
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Oracle® Database 10g INSIDER SOLUTIONSSams Publishing, 2005
Oracle Database 10g Insider  Solutions is a must-have reference guide for all Oracle professionals. It  provides much-needed information on best practices, tips, and techniques in  debugging, installation, deployment, and tuning of the Oracle 10g database. You  can draw upon the experience and...
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Docker in ActionManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Docker in Action teaches readers how to create, deploy, and manage applications hosted in Docker containers.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	
		The idea behind...
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Race, Class, and the Death Penalty: Capital Punishment in American HistoryUniversity of New York, 2008

	No scholarly effort is ever conducted without heavy indebtedness to others. This is particularly true of efforts that rest as heavily as this one does upon data collection efforts carried out by others. Our largest debt is, of course, to M. Watt Espy. Without his continuing effort, this study would have been impossible. We are profoundly...
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